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As is customary, we would like to begin proceedings by thanking both our (i) valued clients on whose
behalf we exist, and (ii) prospects for their continued engagement on the journey towards better
understanding our value proposition. We view repeat business as a critical indicator of alignment of
interests with our clients. That 34% of total flows come from existing clients confirms that the best
work we can do is the work we already have on our desks.
In this quarter, we re-invested the proceeds of the vote of confidence by our clients into additional
skills in an effort to double down on the differentiated experience currently enjoyed by clients.
Mses. Anele Ngidi and Yanni Yang have joined our research effort adding to the diversity of thought
we already exhibit here at First Avenue. They have a combined fourteen years of industry experience
of which ten are directly related to security research analysis. Our investment team now comprises
four dedicated investment analysts and one portfolio manager.
In addition, we further enhanced the integrity of our non-investment functions as well as the degree
of oversight of outsourced suppliers. Neetin Govan and Henriette Herbst combine for sixteen years’
experience, including team leadership roles, in business operations. Our operations unit now
comprises three highly qualified and experience professionals.
The staff compliment now totals nine, four of whom are female. We are proud that half (50%) of the
investment team is female. Furthermore, we are one of the most diversified investment firms in the
industry with South Africans from varied ethnic backgrounds, namely, Indian, Xhosa, Zulu, Chinese,
and Afrikaner. We are already, reaping the benefit of diversity in gender and thought in various
areas of the business.

Investing in the Highest Order of Value
First Avenue is an intrinsic value equity manager investing exclusively in high quality companies. The
objective of our investment style is to grow our clients’ wealth through the consistent application of
our investment philosophy and process over long periods of time. We list below the simultaneous
conditions necessary for this outcome to materialize.
1.

We forgo opportunity to outperform the market during periods of over-valuation (momentum)
due to either trend exuberance or risk acquisition:

These are periods when: (i) the valuation of most securities on the market do not reflect sufficient
margins of safety, and (ii) the psychological and emotional make-up of investors who dominate
market activity is one of valuing one’s gains more than one’s losses. We refer to our results during
these later stages in the business and market cycle as our pain trade.
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2. Our clients stay with us for extended periods of time:
By foregoing momentum related returns, investors in our funds appreciate our ability to: (i) avoid
significant capital losses when the stock market corrects from over-valuation (momentum), and (ii)
continue to grow from a higher base than a market-corrected level. Through this phenomenon,
which is referred to as compounding, we aim to double our clients’ investments with us every 3.9
years at the high end and 5.5 years at the low end. This works out to an average compound annual
return of between 12.25% and 19% depending on where in the cycle a client invests with us. To
further explain, 12.25% is our view of the cost of equity in South Africa, which is the bare minimum
an equity investor should earn and 19% is the average annual compound return on the All Share
since 1960 (the furthest back we could go to find clean data).

Quarterly Investment Outcome
Our remit is to think and act in proportion to the “laws of wealth creation”. At no time is an
investor’s posture tested than when the market passes through the eye of the needle – a cyclical
downturn. The last two quarters saw the FTSE JSE SWIX (Shareholder Weighted Index) retreat 14%
from a peak of 12,382 on April 24, 2015 to 10,683 on August 24, 2015. Successfully separating
idiosyncratic risk from both systemic and systematic risk earns an investor the right of passage
through the eye of the needle. The ability to fall less than the market so that you can rise from a
higher level when the market picks up is vital for wealth creation. You simply do not create wealth if
you keep losing it against the market and inflation.
In fact, underperforming a falling market is symptomatic of a lack of a valuation intercept in your
process. Such behavior can be characterized as speculating at worst or momentum investing at best.
Valuation is critical to arbitraging idiosyncratic risk neglected or misunderstood by the market. And
we do it by identifying and quantifying competitive advantages in a company. We find that as
Warren Buffett says, knowing what you’re doing is far superior to quantitatively diversifying specific
risk through many portfolio holdings. There is no point diversifying to the point where you
effectively look like the market because you’ll go down with it!
We are pleased to report that we negotiated the first cyclical downturn we encountered very well.
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Table 1: Fund Performance as at September 30, 2015

General Equity
Composite

SWIX

Relative

Since inception* cumulative

106.9%

98.2%

8.7%

Since Inception* Annualised

16.9%

15.8%

1.1%

3 year p.a.

16.6%

16.2%

0.4%

1 year p.a.

7.7%

6.1%

1.7%

3 Month

-2.4%

-4.2%

1.8%

YTD

4.8%

2.2%

2.6%

13.1%

14.3%

-1.2%

129.1%

110.8%

18.3%

Risk/Return period

Annualised Volatility since Inception*
Annualised Risk Adjusted Return since
Inception* (Ann Return / Ann Vol)
* Inception Feb 2011

Closer inspection reveals that we achieved close to a quarter of our since inception outperformance
during the correction the market suffered in the last two quarters. You may recall that our numbers
were running out of air as the market hurtled toward its peak on April 24. Since then, our
performance is well above water (see Figure 2). This outcome affirms that we value our losses more
than our gains. We are prepared to give up foam for the water in order to increase our chances of
creating wealth.
Figure 2: Valuing our Losses More than our Gains: Relative Returns Since Inception
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Source: First Avenue

Avoiding the peak, in order to take investors through it, allows an investor to “carry over”
cumulative outperformance into the next cycle, in the same way that earning interest on interest
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works to build wealth. This phenomenon is referred to as compounding (see Figure 3). In our case,
we are carrying forward alpha of 9%.
Figure 3: Cumulative Return Profile of First Avenue Discipline

Source: First Avenue

Practical Thoughts about Wealth Creation
While most managers of the value ilk undervalue human ingenuity, we place a large premium on its
role in creating wealth; both by changing the structure of the economy and refining (modernizing)
how actors in the economy interact with one another. As such, it should occur to you that we are
interested in analyzing decisions companies make to achieve unique (superior) outcomes. This is the
field of microeconomics.
While most companies will purport to strive for one if not both effects, the cohort that interests us is
one of companies that already occupy a dominant position in its industry. However, despite our
focus on dominant companies, we are not lulled into a false sense of safety. In fact, we loathe
complacent companies, no matter how dominant. We know that each company is at one point
navigating an investment cycle by pivoting capital expenditure to one of three directions in an effort
to maintain dominance. We use our portfolio holdings to illustrate these options in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Investment Strategy Cycle

Source: First Avenue

Internal or Self disruption (Investing)
This category of highly successful companies is investing aggressively in modernizing its existing
capabilities. Such refinement is usually caused by a breaking down of a hitherto strong barrier to
entry. Consider Woolworth’s decision to offer a southern hemisphere fashion offering in response
to venerable retailers from the northern hemisphere like Inditex (Zara) entering the South African
and Australian market. By so doing, Woolworths can renew corporate value for decades to come.
You can also consider Vodacom’s play for Neotel and Distell’s acquisition of Burn Stewart as efforts
highly differentiate their capabilities in ways that will be hard for competition to contend with.
High Growth from Success of Self-Disruption
At this stage, the company’s strategy would have gained considerable success with prior investments
making a healthy contribution to free cash flows. Consider the growth in profitability in a now
dominant Tencent (Naspers) or the tailwind of growth EOH is enjoying from its conveyor belt of
acquisitions. Similarly impressive is the contribution of profitability from Discovery’s offshore
operations where it is monetizing its Vitality offering by disrupting foreign markets.
Harvesting
The best way to think about companies in this category is that if they were to grow at the same rate
as those in the previous category, they would become the industry. So they invest incrementally
leaving the vast majority of free cash flows generated for dividends growth, special dividends, and or
share- buy backs. Consider AVI, Sanlam, Clicks, British American Tobacco, and Metrofile. You will
notice also that these companies tend to be in industries that change slowly. The worst thing these
companies can do is seek to replicate their success in one fell swoop in a foreign geography as Tiger
Brands did with Dangote Flour. This amounts to self-deception rather than self-disruption.
By bolstering the duration in which their assets earn economic returns well above the cost of capital
investors’ levy on them, companies in all three categories extend a very hugely important factor
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investors use to value them – the fade period. As Warren Buffet says, “if, when making an
investment, you’re not considering holding it at least ten years, don’t waste more than ten minutes
considering it.” Quantifying the nature, strength, and duration of the competitive advantage
management invests in is what leads to (i) isolate idiosyncratic risk from market risk, and (ii) apply a
valuation intercept on what is agreeably/patently a high quality company. It is the combination of
capital (Investing and High Growth Stages) and dividend growth (Harvesting) that allows our
portfolio to minimize the impact of systematic risk in market downturns.
Our portfolio breaks down into the three categories as follows:
Figure 5: Portfolio Holdings by Investment Strategy

Source: First Avenue

The distinction between valuation and momentum is typically hard to see until systemic or
systematic risk shows up. It is hard to tell whether a company’s share price has bombed out because
it deserves to or has risen to stratospheric levels because it deserve it. The best way to clearly
discern the difference is to compare a fund against its most relevant index during adverse market
movements. Such an index would be the recently launched S&P Quality Index. The following table
shows our performance relative to that of the S&P Index, and for good measure, the commonly used
SWIX. We use performance year to date to shine a spotlight on how we performed in a period of
heightened market risk. Forget the period leading up to this year when the rising market could have
lifted all boats!
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Figure 6: Valuation versus Momentum

Fund
S & P Quality South Africa Index (ZAR)
First Avenue General Equity Strategy
JSE SWIX

Total Return
-3.17%
5.0%
2.2%

Source: First Avenue, S&P website

Our takeaway is that shares whose fundamentals did not deserve their valuation/rating
(momentum) fell and those that did (valuation) powered ahead.
Suffice it to say, high quality companies at each of the three stages of their investment strategy cycle
are phenomenally cash rich and do not require debt funding to either invest, pay dividends, or buy
their own shares back. The vast majority of cash holdings amounting to R684bn (17% of GDP) held
by non-financial South African corporation is in the hands of high quality companies. Contrast this
with low quality companies who, in desperation to raise or conserve cash, cut dividends, issue shares
to retire debt burdens, sell good assets, cut costs precipitously, and extend their suppliers (e.g.
Glencore, Lonmin, Murray and Roberts, etc.). The trouble with this approach is that, in aggressive
cost cutting, good costs that drive future growth are also eliminated from the business. In addition,
waves of book builds substantially dilute existing shareholders.
If a portfolio is a reflection of the underlying holdings, why then should we double down on cash in
our portfolios? You can very well imagine that a deep value (risk) manager whose holdings fully
attract both systemic and systemic risk (typically reflected in the share price) should have extremely
high cash levels in his portfolio to buoy its returns. The case to hoard in a portfolio is less compelling
for an intrinsic value (high quality) investor. Figure 7 compares the cash levels as a percentage of net
assets of the companies we own, weighted by their holdings in our portfolio to that of the broad
market.
Cash levels of our portfolio holdings (A) have exploded relative to those of the rest of the market.
The same was true in the credit crisis of 2008 (B). In fact, the only time rest of the market generated
more cash than our portfolio would have been in 2002 and 2003 (C) as a result of broad-based
virulent economic growth, the commodity super cycle, and the domestic infrastructure boom.
Through elevated cash endowments in tough times, high quality companies are able to expand into
market share relinquished by low quality companies. This leads to the biblically derived Matthew
Principle, “For unto every one that hath shall be given, and he shall have abundance: but from him
that hath not shall be taken away even that which he hath”. Now why would an investor want to
shield himself from the Matthew Effect by raising cash levels of his portfolio?
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Figure 7: Cash As a Percent of Net Assets: First Avenue Portfolio Companies (weighted) vs. SWIX

C
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A

Source: First Avenue

The top 5 and bottom 5 stock and sector contribution to quarterly performance are shown in Figure
8 and Figure 9 respectively.
Our material underweight in resources, an area laden with systematic risk, worked for us in the
quarter. As well, our preference of higher quality Vodacom over lesser endowed MTN and low
quality Telkom led us to an underweight of the sector.
Figure 8: Stock Attribution for the quarter
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Figure 9: Sector Attribution for the quarter
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Portfolio Positioning
Figure 10 shows our top 10 overweight positions relative to the SWIX. Our significant positions
against the index demonstrate that we continue to be neither benchmark nor peer cognizant.
Figure 10: General Equity Portfolio Positioning (Top 10 Bets) during Q3 2015
Sector

Portfolio

Benchmark

Relative

Woolworths Holdings Ltd

6.80%

1.71%

5.09%

Mr Price Group Ltd

4.77%

0.94%

3.84%

Mediclinic International Ltd

4.11%

1.02%

3.09%

Discovery Limited

3.66%

0.84%

2.82%

The Spar Group Ltd

3.13%

0.63%

2.50%

Enterprise Holdings Ltd

2.78%

0.34%

2.45%

Clicks Group Ltd

2.84%

0.44%

2.41%

Aspen Pharmacare Holdings Ltd

4.24%

1.90%

2.34%

Distell Group Ltd

2.28%

0.15%

2.13%

Metrofile Holdings Limited

2.10%

0.00%

2.10%

36.71%

7.96%

28.75%

Total
Source: First Avenue
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The same level of conviction in our portfolios can be derived from our sector allocation below.
Figure 11: Sector Allocation during Q3 2015
Sector

Portfolio

Benchmark

Relative

33.35%

20.64%

12.70%

Health Care

8.42%

4.81%

3.62%

Technology

2.76%

0.62%

2.14%

SA Cash

1.84%

0.00%

1.84%

18.23%

17.25%

0.97%

Oil and Gas

0.00%

0.01%

-0.01%

Industrials

6.74%

7.64%

-0.89%

Financials

23.91%

28.45%

-4.53%

Telecommunications

2.85%

7.48%

-4.62%

Basic Materials

1.89%

13.11%

-11.22%

Consumer Services

Consumer Goods

Source: First Avenue

Risk Statement and Outlook
Our proposition focuses exclusively on investing in idiosyncratic risk (superior company behavior)
when it is not priced in. Conversely, we would sell it if it is priced in. This is in contrast to investing
in companies solely beholden to systematic or cyclical risk. It is a clear choice between arbitraging
value rather than betting on the unwinding of macroeconomic risks. As systematic risk cannot be
diversified away completely, we will benefit somewhat if macro risks recede or unwind. In contrast,
low quality companies (e.g. construction and resource equities) will outperform. In other words, we
expect to outperform for the most part and underperform when economic growth surprises on the
upside (demand outpaces supply).
The slowdown in China and sluggish growth in the Eurozone have caused the directional central
bank, US Federal Reserve Bank, pause in raising interest rates. Other central banks, India, Australia,
New Zealand, have in fact lowered rates. This will have the effect of leaving excess liquidity on the
table and loosening the noose on cyclical companies whose fundamentals were going to be
adversely affected by higher rates. We fully expect these companies to outperform as they step
back from the brink. Nonetheless, we remain convicted of, and will benefit from, the ability of high
quality companies to deliver superior returns from restructuring and modernizing the economy
regardless of the economic cycle.
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Disclaimer
First Avenue Investment Management is an Authorized Financial Service Provider (FSP 42693).
The content of this presentation and any information provided may be of a general nature and may not be
based on any analysis of the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of the client (as
defined in the Financial Advisory Intermediary Services Act). As a result, there may be limitations as to the
appropriateness of any information given. It is therefore recommended that the client first obtain the
appropriate legal, tax, investment or other professional advice and formulate an appropriate investment
strategy that would suit the risk profile of the client prior to acting upon such information and to consider
whether any recommendation is appropriate considering the client’s own objectives and particular needs.
Any opinions, statements and any information made, whether written, oral or implied are expressed in good
faith.
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